
 

Security and Privacy in the New Normal  

Cybersecurity Experts share cutting-edge strategies to ensure Enterprise success 

Thursday, June 18th at 6:00-PM  

Zoom Webinar  

Today’s enterprise security must constantly adapt to new realities -- whether it’s the Coronavirus and WFH, loss of 

critical business functions, continued cloud adoption, or CCPA compliance.   

This demands agility in managing cybersecurity, including mobile and cloud security, And readiness for the following: 

• Effectively manage cybersecurity, mobile security, and cloud security 

• Adapt to new business models, including a virtual workforce and infrastructure support.   

• Mitigate new vulnerabilities to changing system architecture 

• Ensure the technology supply chain is secure, including managed services, for business continuity   

• Maintain the customer experience, address application and content security threats, and data loss prevention 

We’ve assembled an impressive team of Security Experts/ CSOs to share views on trends and best practices to ensure 

enterprise security success:  

• Stan Stahl, PhD Founder of SecureTheVillage as moderator 

• George Morris, CSO of OceanX 



• Eugene Tang, Senior Manager of Policy and Governance at Amazon Studios  

• Lakshmi Sharma, Director of Product Management for Networking in Google Cloud 

• Sam Sukhon, CISO- Risk Management Advisory, Intelligints, LLC 

Each panelist will present dimensions of security they are passionate about – with clear implications for protecting your 

own enterprise data.  They will be sharing a vision of the future that is unfolding right now!  

Advance registration is required for this Zoom webinar.   

Get the latest event details at: https://lnkd.in/dxam8jj 

ABOUT OUR SPEAKERS 

Dr. Stan Stahl – Co-founder, Citadel Information Group and Founder, Secure the Village 

Stan founded SecureTheVillage as a nonprofit community-based response to the cybercrime and privacy crisis. 

Stan is also co-founder of Citadel Information Group, an information security management firm recently acquired by 

top-100 CPA firm Miller Kaplan. 

In addition to community leadership through SecureTheVillage, Stan serves on Advisory Boards of LA Cyber Lab and 

Pepperdine Graziadio Business School’s innovative Cyber Risk Certificate Program. 

An information security pioneer, Stan began his career securing teleconferencing at the White House and the 

communications network controlling our nuclear weapons arsenal.  Stan received his mathematics Ph.D. from The 

University of Michigan. 

 

Lee George Morris -- Chief Security Officer, OceanX, LLC 

George is an experienced CSO with 30+ years leading Infrastructure, Security and Compliance teams through an ever-

changing world of risk.  Focused today on growing the security, risk management and compliance functions for OceanX, 

LLC, George has built his career working in major enterprises like IBM, Toyota, Paramount Pictures, World Vision 

International and Health Net.  

A network engineer by trade, George understands that a secure strategy is only as strong as the operations and tactics 

underneath, and is a trusted advisor when it comes to architecting and operating secure platforms.   With 9 PCI Level 1 

audits and innumerable SOC1/SOC2 audits under his belt, George is also a glutton for punishment. 

OceanX, LLC partners with some of the world's most recognizable direct-to-consumer (DTC) and B2B brands to help 

launch, grow and scale their programs.  From a customers’ credit card pre-authorization to product hitting the customer 

doorstep, the OceanX platform offers significant advantages with DTC solutions that include Order & Subscription 

Management, Modern Fulfillment, E-Commerce, Customer Care and rich Customer Analytics. 

 

 

 



Lakshmi Sharma, Director of Product Management for Networking -- Google Cloud 

Lakshmi is the Director of Product Management for Networking in Google Cloud and among many areas responsible for 

End to End Customer Experience for Networking Services, Network Infrastructure and Solutions crossing multiple 

Industry Verticals and horizontals including Security, Compute, Databases , Storage, Smart Analytics, and AI/ML infra" 

A public speaker, career coach, DEI advocate and practitioner, and thought leader with decades of experience leading 

and driving strategy and transformation in Engineering, Business, and IT leveraging people, process and technologies for 

successful business and cultural outcomes. With many successful & failed products and projects across various sizes of 

Organizations (Cisco, Brocade, Juniper, RIFT.io, Apcera, Target, Google), Lakshmi has gained expertise driving digital 

transformation and Cloud Adoption for incumbent and greenfield ventures. 

Creating an equal opportunity and happy environment for all to live and work motivates and energizes her. She does this 

by helping people and society through sharing knowledge and creating opportunities for those who don’t have easy 

access to those resources or did not have a variety of experiences to manage and handle changes and challenges at work 

and life 

Eugene Tang, Senior Manager of Policy and Governance at Amazon Studios 

Eugene Tang is the Senior Manager of Policy and Governance at Amazon Studios.  He is an industry-leading expert in 

content security with a distinguished, nearly 15 year history of working with top-tier film and television production 

teams. Eugene is responsible for managing the studio’s risk to its content, investigating pre-release leaks and improving 

and documenting new, secure workflows.  He is also Studio Representative to the FBI Cyberhood Watch and to the 

Motion Picture Association.   

Sam Sukhon, CISO- Risk Management Advisory, Intelligints, LLC  

Mr. Sukhon is the CISO and founder at Intelligints, a Cybersecurity focused solutions company in the business of 

Cybersecurity strategy, design, implementation and alerting (MSSP). Prior to founding Intelligints, Mr. Sukhon was a 

Principal of Information Technology at Ares Management, a leading financial organization with approximately $125 

billion in assets under management, where he led Security Engineering, SecOps, Systems Engineering, Architecture, 

Desktop Engineering, Operations, and Servicedesk teams globally. He also was a management member at various local 

and International firms where he focused on consulting and managing enterprise information technology operations and 

IT departments like IBM, Universal Studios, and The Capital Group. Additionally, Mr. Sukhon has instructed information 

technology classes at the University of California, Irvine. Mr. Sukhon holds a B.S. from California State University, Long 

Beach, in Computer Engineering and an M.S. from the University of Phoenix in Computer Information Systems. 

July 23rd – Peter Coffee’s Annual Forecast – a tech visionary sharing latest innovations in the marketplace and offering 

insights on their true impact.  Learn about trends gaining momentum, and ways to achieve competitive advantage.  This 

joint event with ACM is consistently standing-room only – but this year it’s VIRTUAL. 

About Our Sponsors 

Visibility One - Making it Simple 

VisibilityOne Cuts Down Videoconferencing Troubleshooting. 

The industry’s first UCC monitoring application that goes beyond SNMP. VisibilityOne provides a new layer of 

information simply not available with standard monitoring tools. Patented business intelligence offers a single, data-rich 

view, across multiple vendors and cloud services to provide real-time performance, actionable insights, and reporting. 



Learn more at https://www.visibility.one/                                                                                                                  

Hollie Choi, Former Executive Director, IT for Twentieth Century Fox 
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Visibility One - Making it Simple 

VisibilityOne Cuts Down Videoconferencing Troubleshooting. 

The industry’s first UCC monitoring application that goes beyond SNMP. VisibilityOne provides a new layer of 

information simply not available with standard monitoring tools. Patented business intelligence offers a single, data-rich 

view, across multiple vendors and cloud services to provide real-time performance, actionable insights, and reporting. 

Learn more at https://www.visibility.one/ 

Contact Information: 

AITP-LA can be accessed at www.aitp-la.org and the LinkedIn group is "AITP-LA" 

For more information, contact Mitchell Matsumura at 310-561-0755. 

About AITP-LA 

Association of Information Technology Professionals LA (AITP-LA) meets in West LA with a focus on keeping members 

abreast of trends and best practices in managing technology, and providing strong networking opportunities. 

AITP-LA is about technology – bringing experts in their field to share cutting-edge ideas with members. Helping members 

connect the dots, take the next steps, grow in their ability to apply technologies to competitive advantage. 

AITP-LA is part of a national organization that provides leadership, professional development, certification and personal 

growth opportunities to IT managers and technologists. The core of the AITP experience is the chapter network, with 

400 professional and student chapters throughout the country.  

AITP-LA welcomes your direct participation in chapter activities. There are opportunities to help with Publicity, 

Programs, Membership, Outreach, and other areas––it’s a great time to join AITP-LA. 

Subscribe to our newsletter: https://www.informationtechnologyzone.com/ 

Become a member of AITP-LA: send a request to membership@aitp-la.org 

Note: AITP-LA program events offer Professional Development credits for a variety of certifications (such as PMP, CISA, 

CBAP, etc.). Learn about cutting-edge technology trends and earn credits toward your certifications! (Please refer to 

your certification guidelines to confirm eligibility.) 
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